Ohio’s
Unique
Lodgings

Among the Trees Lodging

V

isiting a Unique Lodging of Ohio (ULO) property offers an experiential stay, custom hospitality and a
personal touch. ULO properties are members of the Ohio Hotel & Lodging Association and are
professional, high-quality accommodations often locally owned and operated.
If you are looking for a food adventure, hoping to unwind and unplug or are seeking to explore a local town,
there is a ULO for you. Unique Lodging of Ohio boasts more than 100 properties ranging from a cabin in the
woods to yurts, geodomes, treehouses, inns, bed & breakfasts, guest houses or even lodges large enough for
your extended family or friends, with many offering amenities such as award-winning restaurants, wine tastings,
exclusive activities and on-site spa treatments.
In July 2020, OHLA and ULO developed a new, mobile-friendly platform with an emphasis on independent
lodging experiences to provide travelers an easy way to discover the wide variety of accommodations and
services available only through these types of properties. The platform allows visitors to sort through and book
by Ohio region, type and proximity to major attractions and cities. It features properties in all regions of Ohio,
including popular destinations such as Amish Country, Hocking Hills, Lake Erie and Geneva-on-the-Lake.
Whatever you are searching for, you can Find It Here.
Continued on page 14
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The Lakehouse Inn
Continued from page 13

The following are just a few of the many properties to
be discovered in the Unique Lodging of Ohio portfolio.

AMONG THE TREES LODGING,
Hocking Hills
Why stay in a cabin, when you can stay in a Tree
House while visiting Hocking Hills. Among The Trees
Lodging has three to choose from for two to four guests.
Each one has amazing views and a hot tub for relaxing.
Cross the cable bridge to your Tree House adventure.

SAUDER HERITAGE INN,
Archbold
Ohio’s largest living-history destination, Sauder
Village is a memorable place to stay, explore,

eat, shop and have fun. From the timber-frame lobby
and Great Oak Tree to the indoor pool, hot tub, spacious
guest rooms, and game and exercise rooms – there
are many places to relax and have fun at the 98-room
Sauder Heritage Inn at Sauder Village.

THE LAKEHOUSE INN,
Geneva
Located along the shores of Lake Erie is The
Lakehouse Inn. This is a boutique resort with eight
guest rooms, three cottages and their famous
lakefront rental: the Beach House. It also features
a full-production winery, restaurant and spa.
The Lakehouse Inn is the perfect retreat for
girls’ getaways, romance or Ohio wine country
exploration.

From the timber-frame
lobby and Great Oak Tree
to the indoor pool,
hot tub, spacious guest
rooms, and game and
Sauder Heritage Inn
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exercise rooms...

The Summit Hotel

THE SUMMIT HOTEL,
Cincinnati
Designed to engage, enlighten and inspire,
The Summit Hotel promises a transformative
journey from every day to extraordinary. From
thought-provoking works of art to chef-curated
dining experiences, this property will spark your
sense of creativity at every turn. The Summit
offers cutting-edge spaces designed for
exceptional meetings and events, and
contemporary, colorful guestrooms that
offer relaxed accommodations.

HIDEAWAY COUNTRY INN,
Bucyrus
Here’s a romantic getaway, featuring double
whirlpool tubs for two, made-from-scratch
dining and a spa, making it perfect for elopements,
weddings and romantic escapes. All-inclusive
packages are available and are customized for
your celebrations. Located in the heart of Ohio,
just a short one-hour drive north from Columbus,
HideAway Country Inn is easy to find and hard
to leave.

HideAway Country Inn

Content provided by the Ohio Hotel &
Lodging Association.
To discover all of the Unique Lodging of Ohio
properties, visit www.uniquelodgingofohio.com.
For reservations or help with trip planning assistance,
talk to your AAA Travel agent or visit AAA.com/travel.
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